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See <http://www.mod.go.jp/j/approach/agenda/guideline/2005/chuuki.html>.
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Except for FY2010. See Chapter 2, Section 2.
1) Effective deterrence and action, 2) further stabilization of the Asia-Pacific regional security environment, and 3) improvement of the global security environment (See Chapter 3, Section 4).
See Note 1 of Chapter 2, Section 3-5.
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4 Reorganization of Major SDF Units
1 Ground Self-Defense Force (GSDF)

3 Air Self-Defense Force (ASDF)

4 Authorized Number of SDF Personnel

Chapter 3

2 Maritime Self-Defense Force (MSDF)

Toward a New Defense System
1 Relocate Air Defense Command (ADC) and relevant units to Yokota Air Base where the 5th Air Force Headquarters reside. See Part III, Chapter 2, Section 3-2.
2,3 Unlike in the GSDF, in which “people” form the basis of the unit organization, in the MSDF and the ASDF, the unit organization is based on “equipment” such as ships, aircraft, etc., so
the numbers of personnel are decided in accordance with the equipment employed. Accordingly, the planned numbers of personnel for the MSDF and the ASDF were not specified in the
NDPG or the MTDP. On the other hand, 1) in the MSDF and ASDF too, it is necessary to secure an optimum balance between the amount of equipment and the number of personnel; 2)
from the standpoint of containing increases in personnel expenditure, it is necessary to keep the total number of Self-Defense Forces personnel, including those of the MSDF and ASDF, at
an appropriate level; and 3) the numbers of MSDF and ASDF personnel are decided in accordance with the equipment employed, but there is a need for control over the scale of personnel
to be conducted based on the scale on which equipment is deployed. In keeping with the situation described above, the numbers of regular personnel employed by the MSDF and ASDF
as well as the total number of regular SDF personnel have been newly listed in the MTDP, which also lists decisions regarding the specific development scale of major equipment.
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Fig. II-3-1-1
National Defense Program Guidelines Appendix and Structure of the 2005 Mid-Term Defense Program at Time of Completion
Category

Major units
Main
equipment

GSDF

Authorized personnel
Regular
Ready reserve
Regionally deployed units
in peacetime
Mobile operation units
Ground-to-air guided
missile units
Tanks
Artillery (Main artillery)1

2004 NDPG

End of FY2010

Major units

MSDF

Main
equipment

Destroyers
Submarines
Combat aircraft

160,000
152,000
8,000

157,000
150,000
7,000

154,000
147,000
7,000

8 divisions
6 brigades

8 divisions
6 brigades

8 divisions
6 brigades

8 divisions
6 brigades

1 armored division
Central Readiness Force

1 armored division
Central Readiness Force

1 armored division
Central Readiness Force

Central Readiness Force
1 armored division

8 anti-aircraft artillery
groups

8 anti-aircraft artillery
groups

8 anti-aircraft artillery
groups/regiment

7 anti-aircraft artillery
groups/regiment

About 600
(About 600/vehicle)

About 800
(About 730/vehicle)

About 640
(About 500/vehicle)

About 400
(About 400/vehicle)

4 escort flotillas (8 divisions)
4 divisions

4 escort flotillas (8 divisions)
4 destroyer units

5 divisions
1 minesweeper flotilla
9 squadrons

6 submarine units
1 minesweeper flotilla
9 flight squadrons

Major units

Fighter units

Main
equipment

4 escort flotillas (8 divisions)
5 divisions
5 divisions
1 minesweeper flotilla
9 squadrons

47 ships
16 ships
About 150 aircraft

About 48 ships
16 ships
About 170 aircraft

47 ships
20 ships
About 150 aircraft

48 ships
22 ships
About 150 aircraft

8 warning groups
20 warning squadrons
1 airborne warning squadron
(2 squadrons)

8 warning groups
20 warning squadrons
1 airborne warning squadron
(2 squadrons)

8 warning groups
20 warning squadrons
1 airborne warning squadron
(2 squadrons)

4 warning groups
24 warning squadrons
1 airborne warning squadron
(2 squadrons)

12 squadrons

12 squadrons

12 squadrons

1 squadron

1 squadron

1 squadron

1 squadron

Air Transport Units
Air refueling/transport units

3 squadrons
1 squadron

3 squadrons
1 squadron

3 squadrons
1 squadron

3 squadrons
1 squadron

6 groups

6 groups

6 groups

6 groups

About 350 aircraft
About 260 aircraft

About 340 aircraft
About 260 aircraft

About 340 aircraft
About 260 aircraft

About 340 aircraft
About 260 aircraft

4 ships

4 ships

6 ships

6 ships3

7 groups
4 squadrons
3 groups

6 groups
4 squadrons
3 groups

11 surveillance groups/units

11 surveillance groups/units

3 groups

6 groups

Combat aircraft
(fighter aircraft)
Aegis-equipped destroyers
Aircraft control &
warning units
Surface-to-air guided
missile units

Notes: 1. Although categorized as “main artillery” up till the 2004 NDPG, these will be organized under “artillery” in the new NDPG, with the exception of surface-to-surface missiles.
2. “Main equipment and major units that can also be used in defense against ballistic missiles” refers to the number of main equipment in the MSDF or number of major units in the ASDF.
3. With regard to destroyers fitted with Aegis system and ballistic missile defense functions, taking into consideration factors such as the development of ballistic missile defense technology and financial matters, in the event that numbers are set separately, it is possible that additional deployment is carried out within the range of the number of destroyers stated above.
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12 squadrons

Air Reconnaissance Units

Surface-to-air guided
Missile Units

Main
equipment &
major units
which can
also be used
in ballistic
missile
defense2

4 escort flotillas (8 divisions)
5 divisions
4 divisions
1 minesweeper flotilla
9 squadrons
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ASDF

Aircraft control &
warning units

New NDPG

155,000
148,000
7,000

Destroyer units
for mobile operations
regional district units
Submarine units
Minesweeping units
Patrol aircraft units

At the completion of the new
Mid-term Defense Program
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5 Major Programs Regarding SDF Capabilities
1 Effective Deterrence and Response
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Classification

Response to attacks against Japan’s offshore islands

Security of the seas
surrounding Japan

Projects described in the new NDPG
❍ Development of Destroyer-Carrying Helicopters (DDH), generic destroyers (DD), and submarines and fixed-wing patrol aircraft
(P-1), and prolonging the lifespan of existing destroyers, submarines and fixed-wing patrol aircraft (P-3C) (MSDF)
❍ Development of fixed three-dimensional radar devices, and improving early warning and control aircraft (E-767) (ASDF)

Enhancement of
information collection
and warning and
surveillance systems

❍ Deployment of coastal surveillance units to the offshore islands in the Southwestern region, and implementation of projects toward
the restructuring of units in charge of first operations (GSDF)
❍ Deployment of mobile warning radars to the offshore islands in the Southwestern region (ASDF)
❍ Development of infrastructure for early warning and control aircraft (E-2C) in the Southwestern region (ASDF)

Speedy deployment
and improving
response capabilities

❍ Development of new transportation aircraft to succeed the transportation helicopters (CH-47JA) (GSDF) and transportation aircraft
(C-1)
❍ Development of Helicopter Equipped Destroyers (DDH) (MSDF)
❍ Development of surface-to-surface missiles, and training for mobile deployment aimed at deploying troops speedily to the offshore
islands (GSDF)

Enhancing air defense
capability

❍ Establishing a structure of two flight squadrons for fighter units at the Naha Air Base (ASDF)
❍ Development of new fighter aircraft to take over older fighters (F-4), improvements and modernization of fighters (F-15) and
enhancement of self-defense capabilities, improvement of surface-to-air PATRIOT guided missiles (ASDF), development of
medium-range surface-to-air missiles (GSDF)
❍ Adding electronic warfare functions to fighters (F-15), improving air-to-air capabilities and network functions for fighters (F-2)
❍ Development of new rescue helicopters, addition of mid-air oil replenishing functions from transportation aircraft (C-130H) to
rescue helicopters (ASDF)

Ensuring the security
of sea lanes

❍ Development of Helicopter Equipped Destroyers (DDH), generic destroyers (DD), and submarines and fixed-wing patrol aircraft
(P-1), and prolonging the lifespan of existing destroyers, submarines and fixed-wing patrol aircraft (P-3C) (MSDF)
❍ Development of patrol helicopters (SH-60K), minesweeping submarines, minesweeping and transportation helicopters (MCH-101),
and prolonging the lifespan of patrol helicopters (SH-60J) (MSDF)
❍ Making rescue systems more effective, developing rescue amphibians (US-2) (MSDF)

Response to cyber attacks

❍ Strengthen systems in order to comprehensively implement responses to cyber attacks, enhancing training and exercises to
respond to cyber attacks, and nurturing human resources with much knowledge in cyber attack response (Joint Staff)

Response to attacks by
guerilla or special troops

❍ Strengthen infantry units, development of light armored vehicles, multi-purpose helicopters (UH-60JA), and combat helicopters
(AH-64D) (GSDF)
❍ Development of NBC reconnaissance vehicles (GSDF)

Response to ballistic
missiles

❍ Enhancing the capability of Destroyers equipped with Aegis systems (MSDF), and surface-to-air PATRIOT guided missiles (ASDF)
❍ Japan–U.S. joint development of advanced interceptor missiles for ballistic missile defense (TRDI)

Response to large-scale and ❍ Promotion of various measures such as the formulation of various training programs and plans
special-type disasters
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Efforts to Further Stabilize the Security

2 Environment of the Asia-Pacific Region

Toward a New Defense System

1

See Part III, Chapter 3, Section 1-5.
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3 Efforts to Improve the Global Security Environment

Priorities in Strengthening SDF Organization,

4 Equipment and Force Disposition

Chapter 3
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5 Basic Foundations to Maximize Defense Capability
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Classification

Specific contents

Streghtening
capabilities for
international
peace cooperation
activities

❍ Strengthening stand-by systems and enhancing the functions of the GSDF Central Readiness Force.
❍ Enhancing marine and air transportation capabilities through the development of aircraft to succeed Destroyer-Carrying Helicopters (DDH)
and transportation aircraft (C-1).
❍ Carrying out repairs and improvements on existing supplies and equipment to facilitate their use in international peace cooperation
activities.
❍ Developing supplies to improve facilities and health functions as well as education and training systems.

Enhancing
intelligence
functions

❍ Taking into consideration trends in various forms of new technology including in the space sector and unmanned aircraft, review the overall
warning and surveillance posture over a wide area.
❍ Developing, upgrading, and enhancing the capability of information collecting facilities, equipment, and devices.
❍ Securing highly capable personnel, and enhancing the overall analysis and capability evaluation of information departments through
nurturing specialists in information.
❍ Developing systems for the appropriate implementation of information support toward SDF activities at far-off places, through promoting
development of maps and topography.
❍ Expanding and enhancing information cooperation and exchange with the related countries
❍ With regard to the stance on air patrol functions, conduct reviews while taking into consideration the information collecting capabilities of
new fighters, etc.

Incorporating
progress in
science capability
and technology
into defense
capability

❍ Developing information and communication networks such as advanced command communication systems and new outdoor
communication systems.
❍ Establishing highly functional X-band satellite communication networks.
❍ Developing new GSDF multi-purpose helicopters to take over the multi-purpose helicopter UH-1J.
❍ Promoting research and development on the following: development of mobile combat vehicles (GSDF) and new air-to-surface missiles
(ASDF); improving on medium-range surface-to-air missiles (GSDF); enhancing the capability of submarines (MSDF); enhancing the
capability of new technology, such as future radars (ASDF), and of existing equipment
❍ Promoting strategic reviews for future fighters.
❍ Developing frameworks for the proper management of research and development projects, such as the prioritization of functions that should
be developed first, costs analysis, and risk assessment.
❍ Actively incorporating outstanding technologies from industries, academia, and other government agencies, and promoting cooperation
with other countries.

Enhancing medical
capabilities

❍ Centralizing and enhancing the functions of the SDF hospital, developing health equipment and systems to transport people after integration,
and strengthening medical support functions for units dispatched overseas.
❍ Developing medical control systems, and information networks between hospitals and medical administrative offices.
❍ Enhancing the education for medical officers, establishing a four-year system for nursing courses, educating service personnel with medical
qualifications, and securing quality health personnel.
❍ The development of systems to provide quality medical services through the SDF hospitals, etc., also contributes to local healthcare.
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❍ In order for the respective Defense Forces to respond organically as one organization, and to establish systems that can ensure the safety of
the people:
· Strengthening command and control functions, beginning with enhancement of the mobility of the respective self-defense forces,
transportation capability and effective response capability, and joint staff functions.
· While organizing the functions of each self-defense force in a cross-sectional manner, review the effective and efficient organization,
composition, and work that can contribute to the strengthening of an active defense capability.
❍ Strengthening the information sharing posture, and centralized command and control that makes use of advanced information and
communication networks.
❍ Implementing projects necessary for the nurturing of specialized human resources and the establishment of new organizations that can
become the core for response to cyber attacks.
❍ Implementing various training programs, beginning with SDF joint staff training and Japan–U.S. joint training.
❍ Developing a system toward the centralization of ground deployment air rescue functions under MSDF and ASDF, to ASDF.
❍ Conducting reviews toward the development of effective and efficient systems from the perspective of integrating GSDF and ASDF antiaircraft artillery units.
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Reference

6 Measures to Strengthen Japan – U.S. Security Arrangements
1 Strategic Dialogues and Policy Coordinations

2 Strengthening Japan – U.S. Defense Cooperation

Chapter 3

Measures for the Smooth and Effective Stationing

3 of U.S. Forces in Japan
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Reference

7 Scale of Deployment
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2005 Mid-term Defense
Program (Initial)

Major Equipment
Tanks

GSDF

49 tanks

49 tanks

68 tanks

38 vehicles

38 vehicles

32 vehicles

Armored vehicles

104 pieces

96 pieces

75 pieces

—

—

18 pieces

7 units

4 units

3 units

Surface-to-surface missile

Transport helicopters (CH-47JA)

11 units

9 units

5 units

8 companies

7 companies

4 companies

Improve capabilities of Aegis destroyers

3 vessels

3 vessels

2 vessels

Destroyers

5 vessels

5 ships

3 ships

Medium-range surface-to-air guided missiles

Submarines

4 vessels

4 ships

5 ships

11 vessels

8 ships

5 ships

4 units

4 crafts

10 crafts

23 units

17 crafts

26 crafts

3 units

3 crafts

5 crafts

2 groups & required
training, etc.

2 groups & required
training, etc.

1 air defense missile group

Modernize fighter aircraft (F-15)

26 planes

48 planes³

16 planes

Fighter aircraft (F-2)

22 planes

18 planes

—

New fighter aircraft

7 planes

0 planes4

12 planes

New transport aircraft

8 planes

0 planes5

10 planes

Transport helicopters (CH-47J)

4 units

3 units

—

Aerial refueling/transport aircraft (KC-767)

1 plane

1 plane

—

Others
(Number of tons)

Approx. 51,000 tons

New fixed-wing patrol aircraft/Fixed-wing patrol aircraft (P-1)
Patrol helicopters (SH-60K)
Minesweeping and transport helicopters (MCH-101)
Enhance capabilities of Patriot surface-to-air guided missiles ²

ASDF

New Mid-term Defense
Program

Howitzers and rockets (excluding mortars)

Combat helicopters (AH-64D)

MSDF

2005 Mid-term Defense
Program (Revised) 1

Chapter 3

Notes: 1. According to the “Review of the Mid-term Defense Program (FY2005 to FY2009)” (approved by the Security Council and Cabinet on February 20, 2008), revisions, such as the
improvement and modernization of fighters (F-15) and development scale of other equipment and supplies, were incorporated.
2. The composition of supplies for educational purposes are different from those used in troop operations.
3. Other than the development quantity listed above, the improvement and modernization of fighters (F-15) includes the acquisition of radar parts for 38 radars.
4. Through greater efficiency in marking the flight times and progress status of information collection for target aircraft, it would be possible to reduce the scale of management for current F-4. In view of that, development was not carried out.
5. Due to the delay in development arising from delays in the delivery of test aircraft, due to problems with aircraft body strength, efforts were made toward greater efficiency with regard
to flight times for existing C-1. As such, development was not carried out.
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Fig. II-3-1-5

Necessary Expenses for the 2005 Mid-Term Defense Program
2005 Mid-term Defense
Program (revised)
(FY2004 prices)

New NDPG
(FY2010 prices)

Total

23,640 billion yen

23,490 billion yen

Personnel
and food

10,630 billion yen

10,562 billion yen

Facilities

13,010 billion yen

12,828 billion yen

—

100 billion yen

Classification

Others

(Unit: billion yen)

Classification
Total defense-related
expenses
[Average growth rate]

2011 Mid-term Defense Program
(FY2011 to FY2015)
(FY2010 prices)

(Reference)
FY2010 levels
(FY2010 budget × 5)

23,490

23,412.8

(Including adjustment ceiling (100 billion))

[0.1%]

Notes: 1. In view of the need for the Mid-Term Defense Program to show the ceiling on the amount of defense-related expenses for the period covered by the program, necessary expenses
under the program are shown on a spending basis, which covers expenditures both for already concluded contracts and new contracts.
2. Personnel and food expenses (10,562 billion yen) and facilities (12,828 billion yen) for the new MTDP are estimated as a part of the total sum.
3. The sum of expenses for the new NDPG includes an upper limit of 1 billion yen for expenses that can be appropriated in circumstances where special needs are needed, with authorization from the Security Council. These circumstances includes responses to future events that are difficult to foretell. With regard to the composition of the budget for each fiscal year
during the period of the new NDPG, it will be established within the limit of approximately 23,039 billion yen, and be decided based on harmony with other national budgets as well as
efforts toward greater efficiency and rationalization.
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8 Required Expenditures

9 Other
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1

These measures need to be carried out steadily, but Japan and the United States are engaged in continuous consultation concerning their details. Also, it is necessary to formulate
an operational plan based on reaching accommodation with local communities, so it is difficult to forecast the size of the budge accurately over the five-year period. Accordingly, the
expenditures required for these items are not included in the required expenditures for the new MTDP.
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